
REM 
REM    Oracle PRE-Upgrade Fixup Script 
REM 
REM    Auto-Generated by:       Oracle Preupgrade Script 
REM                             Version: 19.0.0.0.0 Build: 1 
REM    Generated on:            2021-06-25 03:28:50  
REM 
REM    Source Database:         ORCL 
REM    Source Database Version: 12.1.0.2.0 
REM    For Upgrade to Version:  19.0.0.0.0 
REM 
  
REM 
REM    Setup Environment 
REM 
SET ECHO OFF SERVEROUTPUT ON FORMAT WRAPPED TAB OFF LINESIZE 200; 
 
  
DECLARE 
  db_name V$DATABASE.NAME%TYPE; 
  con_name VARCHAR2(128); 
  fixup_result BOOLEAN := TRUE; 
  recyclebin_cleaned BOOLEAN := TRUE; 
  check_result_xml VARCHAR2(32767); 
BEGIN  
  -- 
  --    Gather the current execution context 
  -- 
  EXECUTE IMMEDIATE  
    'SELECT name FROM v$database' INTO db_name; 
  EXECUTE IMMEDIATE  
    'SELECT dbms_preup.get_con_name FROM sys.dual' INTO con_name; 
   
   
  
  -- 
  --    Now validate that the current execution context 
  --    matches the context when this script was generated. 
  -- 
  IF db_name <> 'ORCL' THEN 
    dbms_output.put_line('WARNING - This script was generated ' || 
      'for database ORCL.'); 
  END IF;        -- if db_name is ORCL 
  
  dbms_output.put_line('Executing Oracle PRE-Upgrade Fixup Script'); 
  dbms_output.put_line(' '); 
  dbms_output.put_line('Auto-Generated by:       Oracle Preupgrade 
Script'); 
  dbms_output.put_line('                         Version: 19.0.0.0.0 
Build: 1'); 
  dbms_output.put_line('Generated on:            2021-06-25 03:28:50 '); 
  dbms_output.put_line(' '); 
  dbms_output.put_line('For Source Database:     ORCL'); 
  dbms_output.put_line('Source Database Version: 12.1.0.2.0'); 
  dbms_output.put_line('For Upgrade to Version:  19.0.0.0.0'); 
  dbms_output.put_line(' '); 
  
  -- 
  -- Starting PDB CDB$ROOT 
  -- 



  IF con_name = 'CDB$ROOT' THEN 
    dbms_output.put_line ('Executing in container:  CDB$ROOT'); 
    dbms_output.put_line(' '); 
  
    dbms_output.put_line('Preup                             Preupgrade               
'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('Action                            Issue Is                    
'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('Number  Preupgrade Check Name     Remedied    
Further DBA Action'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('------  ------------------------  ----------  -
-------------------------------'); 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: apex_manual_upgrade 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    1.  Upgrade Oracle Application Express (APEX) manually before 
the database 
    --        upgrade. 
    --         
    --        The database contains APEX version 4.2.5.00.08. Upgrade 
APEX to at least 
    --        version 18.2.0.00.12. 
    --         
    --        Starting with Oracle Database Release 18, APEX is not 
upgraded 
    --        automatically as part of the database upgrade. Refer to My 
Oracle Support 
    --        Note 1088970.1 for information about APEX installation and 
upgrades. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('apex_manual_upgrade',1) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: dictionary_stats 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    2.  (AUTOFIXUP) Gather stale data dictionary statistics prior 
to database 
    --        upgrade in off-peak time using: 
    --         
    --          EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.GATHER_DICTIONARY_STATS; 
    --         
    --        Dictionary statistics do not exist or are stale (not up-to-
date). 
    --         



    --        Dictionary statistics help the Oracle optimizer find 
efficient SQL 
    --        execution plans and are essential for proper upgrade 
timing. Oracle 
    --        recommends gathering dictionary statistics in the last 24 
hours before 
    --        database upgrade. 
    --         
    --        For information on managing optimizer statistics, refer to 
the 12.1.0.2 
    --        Oracle Database SQL Tuning Guide. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('dictionary_stats',2) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: pre_fixed_objects 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    3.  (AUTOFIXUP) Gather statistics on fixed objects prior the 
upgrade. 
    --         
    --        None of the fixed object tables have had stats collected. 
    --         
    --        Gathering statistics on fixed objects, if none have been 
gathered yet, is 
    --        recommended prior to upgrading. 
    --         
    --        For information on managing optimizer statistics, refer to 
the 12.1.0.2 
    --        Oracle Database SQL Tuning Guide. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('pre_fixed_objects',3) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: tablespaces_info 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    4.  To help you keep track of your tablespace allocations, the 
following 
    --        AUTOEXTEND tablespaces are expected to successfully EXTEND 
during the 
    --        upgrade process. 
    --         
    --                                                   Min Size 
    --        Tablespace                        Size     For Upgrade 
    --        ----------                     ----------  ----------- 



    --        SYSAUX                             600 MB       714 MB 
    --        SYSTEM                             780 MB      1124 MB 
    --        TEMP                                60 MB       150 MB 
    --        UNDOTBS1                           645 MB       898 MB 
    --         
    --        Minimum tablespace sizes for upgrade are estimates. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('tablespaces_info',4) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: cycle_number 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    5.  No action needed. 
    --         
    --        Using default parallel upgrade options, this CDB with 3 
PDBs will first 
    --        upgrade the CDB$ROOT, and then upgrade at most 2 PDBs at a 
time using 2 
    --        parallel processes per PDB. 
    --         
    --        The number of PDBs upgraded in parallel and the number of 
parallel 
    --        processes per PDB can be adjusted as described in Database 
Upgrade Guide. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('cycle_number',5) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: rman_recovery_version 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    6.  Check the Oracle Backup and Recovery User's Guide for 
information on how 
    --        to manage an RMAN recovery catalog schema. 
    --         
    --        If you are using a version of the recovery catalog schema 
that is older 
    --        than that required by the RMAN client version, then you 
must upgrade the 
    --        catalog schema. 
    --         
    --        It is good practice to have the catalog schema the same or 
higher version 
    --        than the RMAN client version you are using. 
    -- 



    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('rman_recovery_version',6) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    -- clean recyclebin in case any of the above fixups left stuff there. 
    -- 
    recyclebin_cleaned := dbms_preup.run_fixup_only('purge_recyclebin', 
check_result_xml); 
  
    IF fixup_result = FALSE THEN 
       dbms_output.put_line(''); 
       dbms_output.put_line('The fixup scripts have been run and resolved 
what they can. However,'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('there are still issues originally identified 
by the preupgrade that'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('have not been remedied and are still present 
in the database.'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('Depending on the severity of the specific 
issue, and the nature of'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the issue itself, that could mean that your 
database is not ready'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('for upgrade.  To resolve the outstanding 
issues, start by reviewing'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the preupgrade_fixups.sql and searching it 
for the name of'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the failed CHECK NAME or Preupgrade Action 
Number listed above.'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('There you will find the original 
corresponding diagnostic message'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('from the preupgrade which explains in more 
detail what still needs'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('to be done.'); 
    END IF; 
  END IF;      -- if con_name is CDB$ROOT 
 
  -- 
  -- Starting PDB PDB$SEED 
  -- 
  IF con_name = 'PDB$SEED' THEN 
    dbms_output.put_line ('Executing in container:  PDB$SEED'); 
    dbms_output.put_line(' '); 
  
    dbms_output.put_line('Preup                             Preupgrade               
'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('Action                            Issue Is                 
'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('Number  Preupgrade Check Name     Remedied    
Further DBA Action'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('------  ------------------------  ----------  -
-------------------------------'); 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: apex_manual_upgrade 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 



    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    1.  Upgrade Oracle Application Express (APEX) manually before 
the database 
    --        upgrade. 
    --         
    --        The database contains APEX version 4.2.5.00.08. Upgrade 
APEX to at least 
    --        version 18.2.0.00.12. 
    --         
    --        Starting with Oracle Database Release 18, APEX is not 
upgraded 
    --        automatically as part of the database upgrade. Refer to My 
Oracle Support 
    --        Note 1088970.1 for information about APEX installation and 
upgrades. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('apex_manual_upgrade',1) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: dictionary_stats 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    2.  (AUTOFIXUP) Gather stale data dictionary statistics prior 
to database 
    --        upgrade in off-peak time using: 
    --         
    --          EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.GATHER_DICTIONARY_STATS; 
    --         
    --        Dictionary statistics do not exist or are stale (not up-to-
date). 
    --         
    --        Dictionary statistics help the Oracle optimizer find 
efficient SQL 
    --        execution plans and are essential for proper upgrade 
timing. Oracle 
    --        recommends gathering dictionary statistics in the last 24 
hours before 
    --        database upgrade. 
    --         
    --        For information on managing optimizer statistics, refer to 
the 12.1.0.2 
    --        Oracle Database SQL Tuning Guide. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('dictionary_stats',2) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: pre_fixed_objects 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 



    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    3.  (AUTOFIXUP) Gather statistics on fixed objects prior the 
upgrade. 
    --         
    --        None of the fixed object tables have had stats collected. 
    --         
    --        Gathering statistics on fixed objects, if none have been 
gathered yet, is 
    --        recommended prior to upgrading. 
    --         
    --        For information on managing optimizer statistics, refer to 
the 12.1.0.2 
    --        Oracle Database SQL Tuning Guide. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('pre_fixed_objects',3) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: tablespaces_info 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    4.  To help you keep track of your tablespace allocations, the 
following 
    --        AUTOEXTEND tablespaces are expected to successfully EXTEND 
during the 
    --        upgrade process. 
    --         
    --                                                   Min Size 
    --        Tablespace                        Size     For Upgrade 
    --        ----------                     ----------  ----------- 
    --        SYSAUX                             510 MB       629 MB 
    --        SYSTEM                             250 MB       593 MB 
    --        TEMP                                20 MB       150 MB 
    --         
    --        Minimum tablespace sizes for upgrade are estimates. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('tablespaces_info',4) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    -- clean recyclebin in case any of the above fixups left stuff there. 
    -- 
    recyclebin_cleaned := dbms_preup.run_fixup_only('purge_recyclebin', 
check_result_xml); 
  
    IF fixup_result = FALSE THEN 
       dbms_output.put_line(''); 
       dbms_output.put_line('The fixup scripts have been run and resolved 
what they can. However,'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('there are still issues originally identified 
by the preupgrade that'); 



       dbms_output.put_line('have not been remedied and are still present 
in the database.'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('Depending on the severity of the specific 
issue, and the nature of'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the issue itself, that could mean that your 
database is not ready'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('for upgrade.  To resolve the outstanding 
issues, start by reviewing'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the preupgrade_fixups.sql and searching it 
for the name of'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the failed CHECK NAME or Preupgrade Action 
Number listed above.'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('There you will find the original 
corresponding diagnostic message'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('from the preupgrade which explains in more 
detail what still needs'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('to be done.'); 
    END IF; 
  END IF;      -- if con_name is PDB$SEED 
 
  -- 
  -- Starting PDB PDB1 
  -- 
  IF con_name = 'PDB1' THEN 
    dbms_output.put_line ('Executing in container:  PDB1'); 
    dbms_output.put_line(' '); 
  
    dbms_output.put_line('Preup                             Preupgrade               
'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('Action                            Issue Is                 
'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('Number  Preupgrade Check Name     Remedied    
Further DBA Action'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('------  ------------------------  ----------  -
-------------------------------'); 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: apex_manual_upgrade 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    1.  Upgrade Oracle Application Express (APEX) manually before 
the database 
    --        upgrade. 
    --         
    --        The database contains APEX version 4.2.5.00.08. Upgrade 
APEX to at least 
    --        version 18.2.0.00.12. 
    --         
    --        Starting with Oracle Database Release 18, APEX is not 
upgraded 
    --        automatically as part of the database upgrade. Refer to My 
Oracle Support 
    --        Note 1088970.1 for information about APEX installation and 
upgrades. 



    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('apex_manual_upgrade',1) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: dictionary_stats 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    2.  (AUTOFIXUP) Gather stale data dictionary statistics prior 
to database 
    --        upgrade in off-peak time using: 
    --         
    --          EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.GATHER_DICTIONARY_STATS; 
    --         
    --        Dictionary statistics do not exist or are stale (not up-to-
date). 
    --         
    --        Dictionary statistics help the Oracle optimizer find 
efficient SQL 
    --        execution plans and are essential for proper upgrade 
timing. Oracle 
    --        recommends gathering dictionary statistics in the last 24 
hours before 
    --        database upgrade. 
    --         
    --        For information on managing optimizer statistics, refer to 
the 12.1.0.2 
    --        Oracle Database SQL Tuning Guide. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('dictionary_stats',2) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: pre_fixed_objects 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    3.  (AUTOFIXUP) Gather statistics on fixed objects prior the 
upgrade. 
    --         
    --        None of the fixed object tables have had stats collected. 
    --         
    --        Gathering statistics on fixed objects, if none have been 
gathered yet, is 
    --        recommended prior to upgrading. 
    --         
    --        For information on managing optimizer statistics, refer to 
the 12.1.0.2 
    --        Oracle Database SQL Tuning Guide. 



    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('pre_fixed_objects',3) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: tablespaces_info 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    4.  To help you keep track of your tablespace allocations, the 
following 
    --        AUTOEXTEND tablespaces are expected to successfully EXTEND 
during the 
    --        upgrade process. 
    --         
    --                                                   Min Size 
    --        Tablespace                        Size     For Upgrade 
    --        ----------                     ----------  ----------- 
    --        SYSAUX                             510 MB       631 MB 
    --        SYSTEM                             250 MB       593 MB 
    --        TEMP                                20 MB       150 MB 
    --         
    --        Minimum tablespace sizes for upgrade are estimates. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('tablespaces_info',4) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    -- clean recyclebin in case any of the above fixups left stuff there. 
    -- 
    recyclebin_cleaned := dbms_preup.run_fixup_only('purge_recyclebin', 
check_result_xml); 
  
    IF fixup_result = FALSE THEN 
       dbms_output.put_line(''); 
       dbms_output.put_line('The fixup scripts have been run and resolved 
what they can. However,'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('there are still issues originally identified 
by the preupgrade that'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('have not been remedied and are still present 
in the database.'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('Depending on the severity of the specific 
issue, and the nature of'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the issue itself, that could mean that your 
database is not ready'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('for upgrade.  To resolve the outstanding 
issues, start by reviewing'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the preupgrade_fixups.sql and searching it 
for the name of'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the failed CHECK NAME or Preupgrade Action 
Number listed above.'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('There you will find the original 
corresponding diagnostic message'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('from the preupgrade which explains in more 
detail what still needs'); 



       dbms_output.put_line('to be done.'); 
    END IF; 
  END IF;      -- if con_name is PDB1 
 
  -- 
  -- Starting PDB PDB2 
  -- 
  IF con_name = 'PDB2' THEN 
    dbms_output.put_line ('Executing in container:  PDB2'); 
    dbms_output.put_line(' '); 
  
    dbms_output.put_line('Preup                             Preupgrade               
'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('Action                            Issue Is                 
'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('Number  Preupgrade Check Name     Remedied    
Further DBA Action'); 
    dbms_output.put_line('------  ------------------------  ----------  -
-------------------------------'); 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: apex_manual_upgrade 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    1.  Upgrade Oracle Application Express (APEX) manually before 
the database 
    --        upgrade. 
    --         
    --        The database contains APEX version 4.2.5.00.08. Upgrade 
APEX to at least 
    --        version 18.2.0.00.12. 
    --         
    --        Starting with Oracle Database Release 18, APEX is not 
upgraded 
    --        automatically as part of the database upgrade. Refer to My 
Oracle Support 
    --        Note 1088970.1 for information about APEX installation and 
upgrades. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('apex_manual_upgrade',1) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: dictionary_stats 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    2.  (AUTOFIXUP) Gather stale data dictionary statistics prior 
to database 



    --        upgrade in off-peak time using: 
    --         
    --          EXECUTE DBMS_STATS.GATHER_DICTIONARY_STATS; 
    --         
    --        Dictionary statistics do not exist or are stale (not up-to-
date). 
    --         
    --        Dictionary statistics help the Oracle optimizer find 
efficient SQL 
    --        execution plans and are essential for proper upgrade 
timing. Oracle 
    --        recommends gathering dictionary statistics in the last 24 
hours before 
    --        database upgrade. 
    --         
    --        For information on managing optimizer statistics, refer to 
the 12.1.0.2 
    --        Oracle Database SQL Tuning Guide. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('dictionary_stats',2) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: pre_fixed_objects 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    3.  (AUTOFIXUP) Gather statistics on fixed objects prior the 
upgrade. 
    --         
    --        None of the fixed object tables have had stats collected. 
    --         
    --        Gathering statistics on fixed objects, if none have been 
gathered yet, is 
    --        recommended prior to upgrading. 
    --         
    --        For information on managing optimizer statistics, refer to 
the 12.1.0.2 
    --        Oracle Database SQL Tuning Guide. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('pre_fixed_objects',3) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    --    CHECK/FIXUP name: tablespaces_info 
    -- 
    --    The call to run_fixup below will test whether 
    --    the following issue originally identified by 
    --    the preupgrade tool is still present 
    --    and if so, it will attempt to perform the action 
    --    necessary to resolve it. 
    -- 
    --    ORIGINAL PREUPGRADE ISSUE: 
    --    4.  To help you keep track of your tablespace allocations, the 
following 



    --        AUTOEXTEND tablespaces are expected to successfully EXTEND 
during the 
    --        upgrade process. 
    --         
    --                                                   Min Size 
    --        Tablespace                        Size     For Upgrade 
    --        ----------                     ----------  ----------- 
    --        SYSAUX                             510 MB       631 MB 
    --        SYSTEM                             250 MB       593 MB 
    --        TEMP                                20 MB       150 MB 
    --         
    --        Minimum tablespace sizes for upgrade are estimates. 
    -- 
    fixup_result := dbms_preup.run_fixup('tablespaces_info',4) AND 
fixup_result; 
  
    -- 
    -- clean recyclebin in case any of the above fixups left stuff there. 
    -- 
    recyclebin_cleaned := dbms_preup.run_fixup_only('purge_recyclebin', 
check_result_xml); 
  
    IF fixup_result = FALSE THEN 
       dbms_output.put_line(''); 
       dbms_output.put_line('The fixup scripts have been run and resolved 
what they can. However,'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('there are still issues originally identified 
by the preupgrade that'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('have not been remedied and are still present 
in the database.'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('Depending on the severity of the specific 
issue, and the nature of'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the issue itself, that could mean that your 
database is not ready'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('for upgrade.  To resolve the outstanding 
issues, start by reviewing'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the preupgrade_fixups.sql and searching it 
for the name of'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('the failed CHECK NAME or Preupgrade Action 
Number listed above.'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('There you will find the original 
corresponding diagnostic message'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('from the preupgrade which explains in more 
detail what still needs'); 
       dbms_output.put_line('to be done.'); 
    END IF; 
  END IF;      -- if con_name is PDB2 
END; 
/ 
ALTER SESSION SET "_oracle_script" = FALSE; 


